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Background

Radiation Protection (RP) is confronted daily with

implicit value judgements at work, in medicine and

in the environment. Complex interactions occur in

the regulation of nuclear technology in society. RP is

a rather new transdisciplinary approach of justifica-

tion, optimisation and implementation of limits. It is

with its relatively well developed risk knowledge

and concepts an illustrative learning process for man-

aging other environmental and health risks in socie-

ty-

The RP research is problem and client oriented with

an increasing demand for transparency in the quan-

tification of risk and in the development of solutions

and alternatives. RP approaches can be considered

from different points of view and disciplines. A dia-

logue between relevant actors and between the

involved disciplines such as law, economy, safety,

epidemiology, a.o. is not evident. A common scien-

tific understanding needs to be better organised and

developed.

In order to be more effective, the RP specialist needs

to be conscious of the constraints related to expert

culture and societal interaction.

Objectives

Interdisciplinary brainstorming on crucial issues

of radiation protection.

Creation of a discussion forum with a variety of

researchers of SCK'CEN and external experts

having particular experience in non-technical

aspects.

Making value judgements and open questions in

RP explicit.

- Creation of an output for a topical day or work-

shop by editing a "Carrier" of contributed articles

and discussion reports.

- Complement the output of the SCK'CEN contri-

bution in international ALARA workshops.

Programme

A reflection group is created with a selection of inter-

nal actors and researchers and external experts. A

programme of workgroup discussions was set up

with bimonthly frequency and has started with two

meetings in 1999.

A selection of themes and cases has been made:

- Analysis of RP expert attitudes, role and culture.

Li ALARA options (equity vs. efficiency, health vs.

economy and individual vs. collective options).

£ Precautionary principle - stochastic risk philoso-

phy.

Low dose effect, linearity, genetic susceptibility

and professional disease.

Exemption and clearance of nuclear materials.

Human experiments.

Liability also in medical radiation practices.

Anfhropocentrism vs. ecocentrism in Environ-

mental Impact Assessment.

Reports are made collectively by the young social

scientists recruited under direction of university pro-

moters for related projects. They are co-ordinated by

a programme manager.

Achievements

After a series of preliminary discussions calling for

interest in the universities and in SCK'CEN in 1999,

a reflection group was composed. A first contribution

on In search of the Reasonable by Paul Govaerts,

general manager of SCK'CEN and ALARA special-

ist was considering epidemiological, ethical and

socio-economic presumptions and perspectives of

the ALARA principle in win-win situations and

trade-offs.

The ALARA practice was discussed by Pascal

Deboodt, Head Operational Safety of SCK'CEN,

"Vivre et faire vivre le principe ALARA, recit d'une

histoire vecue". It led to in depth discussion on the a-

value concept, its use and indications. In this context

a doctorate thesis was finalised by Noel Pauwels

extending radiological concern in emergency plan-

ning to broad industrial safety and economic consid-

eration in decision making (cf. Policy Support).

Value judgements in risk analysis and ALARA was

characterised for a master thesis in ethics (Gunther

Bombaerts, UG), relating psychological approaches

on attitudes and philosophical approaches on world-

views to practices in nuclear energy and ALARA.

Finally the expert culture in radiological protection

was analysed from a medical and philosophical point

of view by dr. Patrick Smeesters. It clarified the role

of the expert considering the limit of his mandate and

questioned its role and objectivity, stressing the need

for transparency and specification of uncertainties.

Working documents summarising the contributions

by the speakers and the subsequent discussions have

been prepared; they now serve as a basis for further
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reflection and discussions; in future, they will be
converted into reports suitable for scientific output.

Perspectives

The present trends in risk knowledge of ionising
radiation and its consequences for regulatory prac-
tice will be discussed. The precautionary principle
will be studied in all aspects and compared with non-
nuclear problems such as dioxins. The options in
SCK'CEN as well as in international networks, such
as the International Commission on Radiological
Protection concerning optimisation (a-values, clear-
ance, dose criteria) will be analysed and situated in a
framework allowing to make value judgements more
explicit.
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